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To all whom it may concern:
Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the same, show
Be it known that I, “TILLARD LE GRAND ing the impression-hammer and helve in

BUNDY, of Binghamton, in the county of
Broome,1n the State of New York, have in->
5 vented new and useful Improvements in
Time -_Recorders, of which the following,
taken in connection with the accompanying
drawings, is a full, clean-and exact descrip-.
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‘
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partly dotted lines. Fig. 4 is a top plan
of the hour and minute recording wheels,
the mechanism for actuating them, inserted 55
and turned into position in alignment with
these wheels, ready for the making of the
impression or print, as shown in Fig. 8. Fig.
5 is a sectional elevation of the recording

My invention relates to time- recording mechanism, the front being removed, and the 60
mechanisms actuated directly by a clock or hour and minute wheels and the means for

by connections to the clock, by which the actuating them being also left off, and show
time of the arrival or departure of workmen, ing in dotted lines the position assumed by
employés, &c.,'is recorded by each of such the hammer and helve and their operating
I5 employés themselves~
My object is to provide a mechanism by
which each workman or employé in a shop
or factory or the like will by his own act aocurately record the time of his arrival or de20 parture, thereby preventing all disputes, each

mechanism when a key is turned and just 65
at the instant when the hammer is about to
be released by a slight further movement of
the key.

Fig. 6 is an elevation of the com

bined paper and ribbon feed mechanism de
tached. Fig. 7 is a side elevation of the key, 70

workman having his own key and being‘ having an arbitrary numberupon abitthere
known by an arbitrary number, which is em- of and offset from and substantially parallel
bossed upon the bit of the key, and upon its with the shank of the key. Fig.8isatop plan
being inserted and turned will present the thereof. Fig. 9 is a sectional detail of the
25 embossed number in alignment with the hour-recording wheel and the one-toothed 75
numbers upon the hour and minute record- gear for actuating it. ' Fig. 10 is a front ele~
ing wheels, and through the agency of aham- vation of - the key-locking pawl, the parallel

.

mer and pad thereon actuated-by the key bars supporting it, and the shaft to which
and a ribbon and strip of paper in proper

30 juxtaposition the hour, minute, and the numher of the key will be printed upon the paper, and a feed mechanism will shift the paper and ribbon a ?xed space, ready for the
operation of the printing mechanism by the
35 next workman and the recording of his time
and the number of his key, as before. Then
the “time” of each workman is made up
from the paper strip, crediting each one with
the time between his arrival and departure,
4° Whether it be full time or onlya part thereof.
My invention consists in the several novel
features of construction and operation herein
described, and'which are speci?cally setforth
in the claims hereunto annexed. It is con45 structed as follows, reference being had to the
accompanying drawings, in which—
Figure 1 is a front elevation of a clock
having its front broken away to show the recording mechanism. Fig. 2 is an enlarged
50 front elevation of the recording mechanism.

said bars are secured.

Fig. 11 is a side ele

vation of the pawl detached. Fig. 12 shows
the key turned in the key-holder and the
hammer in the act of making an impression.
Fig. 13 is an isometrical elevation of thekey
receiver. Fig. 14 is a detached elevation of
the receiver and key. Fig. 15 is a sectional
elevation showing the key partly turned and
the ward locked with theswingingpawl. Fig.
16 is a like viewyof the same parts, showing
the key-ward just as it has passed the lower
end of the pawl and released the hammer
printing mechanism to strike its blow. Fig.
17 shows the same parts after a hammer-blow,
and the key partly turned back and in the
act of passing back through under the pawl.
A is the case inclosing a clock-work, upon
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the minute-shaft of which I mount a spur
gear 1, meshing with and rotating another
gear 2, and the shaft 3, and gear 4, which en
gages with and rotates the gear 5, which is
secured upon the horizontal shaft 6, which 100
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mer 32 away from the printing-point, all as
shown in Fig. 5. Then as the key-ward at
mounted loosely upon the shaft 9, and is about a quarter-turn passes the lower end of 70
either integral with or connected to the disk the pawl this whole mechanism is released
or minute-wheel 10, also loose on this shaft. and the spring 33 throws the hammer against
Upon the periphery or outer face of the rim the paper strip 34; and inking-ribbon a and
of this wheel consecutive figures from 1 to the face of the hour and minute wheels and
60, both inclusive, are embossed. The gear against the ?gures upon the end of the bit of 75
8 has sixty teeth or cogs, and the gears 1, 2, the key, and thus imprints upon the paper
11, 5, and 7 are all properly “timed” with the the number of the key, the hour, and the min
clock-movement, so that the minute-wheel ute. As the key is turned the beveled point
rot-ates in exact time with the minute-hand. of the ward engages with and is locked_by
Upon the shaft 9 and alongside of the minute each step through the tension of the spring 80
wheel I mount loosely the hour~wheel 11,pro 33, so that the key cannot be turned back or
vided on its face with ?gures from 1 to 12, both removed until an impression has actually been

rotates the gear 7 on this shaft, and this (Year
meshes with and rotates the gear 8, which is

IO

inclusive.‘ In the drawings, Fig. 4, I show made. The key-receiver, rotating with the
each of these numbers duplicated, for reasons key, forms a backing for thekey when therm
hereinafter set forth.
Integral with or connected with and mounted

20

pression-blow is struck and insures a good

impression. A red 35 is pivotally connected
alongside of the hour-wheel 11 is the disk 12, to the arm 30, and at its upper end is connected
loose upon said shaft. This disk has twelve to the arm 36, and 37 is a pawl mounted there
notches 13 in its periphery or rim, and the rim on and engaging with the ratchet-wheel 38,

is concaved between said notches, as shown.
Another disk 14, mounted upon the shaft
25 6, is provided with a tooth 15 in a concavity
16 in its rim, and this tooth is adapted to en
gage successively with the notches upon the
disk 12 with each rotation of the disk It, and
as this disk 14: is timed to rotate once in an

hour each rotation will rotatethe hour-wheel
the distance of one hour-space thereon. Suit
able collars on the shaft 9 hold the wheels

and disks in place thereon.
The key-receiver 17 consists 'of a cylinder
journalcd upon its outer end in the casing,
slotted longitudinally, as at 18, and notched

the hub of which ?ts through the arm 3Q, and 90
39 is the shaft upon which the ratchet 1S se

cured. Upon this shaft 39, Fig. 3, a roller 40
is secured. Upon the hub of the ratchet
wheel is a pin or stud 41, adapted to engage
with the teeth of the star-wheel 42 succes

sively with each rotation of the ratchet. This
star-wheel is secured upon the shaft 43, Jour
naled transversely in the casing, and a rib
bon-spool 44: is secured upon the shaft and ro

tates with itby the rotation of the star-wheel
by the engagement of said pin with said star
wheel, so that this mechanism constitutes the

ribbon-feed, the ribbon being wound below

transversely, as at 19, so that the shank 20 of

upon the spool 45, (see Fig. 3,) and is actuated

the key will ?t loosely in the barrel of the

whenever the ratchet is rotated a full revo

receiver. The bit 21 will move longitudinally
4.0 and ?t freely in the slot 18. The key is of
substantially the form shown in Fig.7, its
ward 22 being beveled outwardly to its outer
end, and its bit 21 has embossed upon its outer

I00

lution by the raising of the arm 30 of the

hammer mechanism. A rod a6, Fig. 3, isjour
naled in the casing, and #17 are the side bars
of a frame, which are secured upon said rod.
48 is a central cross-bar between these side
bars. ti) is a top cross-bar, and 50 is a tor

IIO

end a ?gure or series of ?gures or characters,
or a name, which will designate a particular sion-spring secured to said rod and connected
to the top cross-bar, so that the torsion of the
workman.
In this invention all of the keys are of the spring will press the roller 50, j ournaled in the
same size and form and vary onlyin the num bars 47, against the roller 40, and the rotation 115
bers upon the outer end of the bits thereof. of the star-wheel and its shaft rotates the
IVhen the key is inserted in the receiver roller 40, and the grip upon the paper, these
and turned, the receiver is rotated with it. rollers, and the rotation of the roller 40 con-v
The ward comes into contact with the key stitute the frictional paper-feed. The strip

locking pawl 23. This pawl is pivotally hung of paper is wound upon the roll 51,Fig. 1, and
between the parallel bars 2% and has a con
55 vex outer face and a serrated or stepped in
ner face 25, and the key-ward comes into con

tact with these steps successively. A pin 26,
Fig. 10, through the pawl bears with its pro
jecting ends upon the parallel bar. 21 and
operates as a lever in conjunction with the
key-ward to force these bars outward. This
rotates the shaft 27, to which the bars are
secured, raising the arm 28, secured to said

key-ward is horizontal, the same as the bit is 130

shaft, which pulls up the connecting-rod 29 shown in Fig. 12. This pawl is free to swing

outward. Then as the key is turned back the
65 and arm 30, secured to the shaft 31, which ward
will strike against the back side of and
carries the hammer-helve, and the partial ro

tation of this shaft throws the printing-ham

I20

leads thence up in front of the printing-wheels
and key outside of the ribbon to and between
the feed-rollers.
As before stated, when the ward 22 of the
key slips off from the lower end of the pawl 23 125
the l1ammer-impression mechanism is there
by released and the impression is made. “Then
thus released, the pawl assumes its normal
vertical position, as shown in Fig. 5, and the

swing the pawl outward, and just before the
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ward reaches a vertical position it passes out
vWhat I claim as my invention, and desire to
of its engagement with said pawl,which then secure by Letters Patent, is—
falls back to its normal position. The back
1. The combination, with the key, the bit
side of this pawl is curved so as to facilitate thereon carrying the numeral or character,
this disengagement of the ward from the fric the beveled ward upon said key, and the slot
tional contact of the-ward. When this ward ted receiver receiving the key, of a swinging
then reaches a vertical position, the key can pawl provided with a series of steps on its‘
IO

20

be withdrawn, and then only. This leaves face, with which the key-ward successively
the pawl and impression mechanism all in engages.
position ready to be operated by the next key.
2. The combination, with the key, its bev
It will be seen that the key makes only a eled ward and numbered bit, and the slotted
quarter-turn to bring the bit upon the print key-receiver, of a swinging pawl provided
ing-line, that the impression is made at the with stops ~on its face, with which the key 55
instant it reaches that point, that a quarter ward successively engages, a frame with which
turn back enables me to remove the key, and said pawl engages when the key is turned,
that the whole operation of recording only and intermediate mechanism actuated by the
occupies the minimum of time. A stop-pin movement of said frame, by which the‘ham
52, projecting from the key-receiver and en mer is actuated, hour and minute registering
gaging With the shaft, limits the backward wheels, and a recording-strip.
rotation of this receiver when the key is
3. A clock-movement and hour and minute

turned back after an impression has been
made, as aforesaid, and holds the receiver in
position for the withdrawal of the key and
for the insertion of the next key, and another
25 stop 53 checks the forward rotation of the

recording wheels, synchronous mechanism
actuating said wheels, a key provided with a

bit carrying numbers brought into alignment 65

with the hour and minute wheels by the turn
ing of the key, a recording-strip, and an im
key and receiver when the .keybit reaches pression-hammer, in combination as set forth.
the printing-line.
4. A clock-movement, hour and minute re
As will be seen in Figs. 3 and 5, the pawl 23 cording wheels, synchronous mechanism actu
is shown so long that it could not be swung ating said wheels, a key provided with a bit
outward by the key-ward, nor could it drop carrying numbers brought into alignment
back, as above described, unless provision with the hour and minute wheels by the turn~
was made therefor. Accordingly I cut a notch ing of the key, a ward upon the key, a re~
19 transverse to the receiver, through which cording-strip, and an impression-hammer op 75
the lower end of the pawl swings forward erated by mechanism actuated by the ward of
35 across over the receiver, and through which said key as it is turned, in combination as set

it drops back when disengaged from the key
ward. A pawl 55, Fig. 6, regulates the rota~

forth.

I

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
tion of the star?wheel.
hand on this 9th day of December, 1890.
A guard-plate 56, Fig. 3, ?tting between
WVILLARD LE GRAND BUNDY.
40 the bit and ward of the key,when it is turned
In presence of—-—

holds the key in place longitudinally until it

ASA J. OUMMING,

is turned back.

A. W. CUMMING.
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